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Preface to the Second Edition

It is a special joy to send along this updated and expanded edition 
of Mission in the Old Testament: Israel as a Light to the Nations. It 
has been used in many wonderful ways in the decade or so since the 
book was first published in 2000. In this expanded version, we have 
added “God’s Preparation for Missions in Genesis 1–11,” “God’s 
Plan for Missions in the Patriarchal and Mosaic Eras,” and “God’s 
Promised Person for All—The Davidic King of Promise.” A series of 
study questions for each of the eight chapters has also been included.

Special appreciation for those at Baker Academic for suggesting 
a new second edition, especially executive editor Robert N. Hosack 
and my editor, Lisa Ann Cockrel. May our Lord’s hand of blessing 
be on the work of all our hands for his good and glory.

May your study of this second edition of Mission in the Old 
Testament be a most pleasant and challenging read.
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Preface to the First Edition

Probably the last thing a person is likely to think about in connec-
tion with the Old Testament is that it is a missionary message to the 
Gentiles and the nations of the world. That mission begins, we are 
usually assured by less careful readers of the Old Testament, in the 
New Testament after our Lord gave the Great Commission (Matt. 
28:18–20; Mark 16:15) and the promised Holy Spirit had come on 
the disciples (Acts 1:8). Of course this New Testament Great Com-
mission was not simply a one-time statement in these two Gospels 
but a repeated emphasis in the life and ministry of our Lord and in 
the Gospels (Luke 24:44–49; John 20:21).

But is this correct?
It is not! The Bible actually begins with the theme of missions in 

the book of Genesis and maintains that driving passion throughout 
the entire Old Testament and on into the New Testament. If an Old 
Testament Great Commission text must be identified, then it will 
be Genesis 12:3—“all peoples on earth will be blessed through you 
[Abraham].” This is the earliest statement of the fact that it will be 
God’s purpose and plan to see that the message of his grace and bless-
ing comes to every person on planet earth. The message did not begin 
there. The basis for it, in fact, went all the way back to Genesis 3:15, 
as will be seen shortly, but in Genesis 12:3 it found its most succinct 
declaration and announcement.

Likewise, the last book of Scripture emphasizes the same concern for 
all to hear the good news of the gospel: “every tribe and language and 
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xii  Preface to the First Edition

people and nation” (Rev. 5:9; 7:9; 14:6). Thus, this theme of a mission 
to the whole world forms one giant envelope (a figure of speech called 
an “inclusio”) framing the whole Bible, from Genesis to Revelation.

But some will object: Was it not God’s plan in the Old Testament 
to give his message of salvation exclusively to the Jewish people first? 
Wasn’t it only after several millennia that God eventually broadened 
his plan to embrace the Gentiles after the apostle Paul became frus-
trated in his attempts to reach his own Jewish people?

True enough, Paul did come to that dramatic conclusion in Acts 
13:46–47 at the synagogue in Antioch Pisidia:

Then Paul and Barnabas answered them boldly: “We had to speak 
the word of God to you first. Since you reject it and do not consider 
yourselves worthy of eternal life, we now turn to the Gentiles. For this 
is what the Lord has commanded us:

‘I have made you a light for the Gentiles,
that you may bring salvation to the ends of the earth.’ ”

Before that, at the time of Paul’s conversion on the road to Da-
mascus, already the Lord had told Ananias, “Go! This man is my 
chosen instrument to proclaim my name to the Gentiles and their 
kings and to the people of Israel” (Acts 9:15). Paul later confirmed 
this commission to go to the Gentiles at the time of his conversion 
when he gave his famous “speech on the stairs” (Acts 22:15), and 
he repeated it to Agrippa (Acts 26:15–17). Way back then, God had 
said, “I am sending you to them [Gentiles],” which Paul describes as a 
foundational strategy (Acts 26:18). Therefore, it can hardly be argued 
that this was some sort of late shift in the apostolic or divine plans 
and that it marked the first time that the message of salvation would 
now be extended to the non-Jewish world. In fact, Paul cites as his 
authority the Old Testament word from Isaiah 49:6—“It is too small 
a thing for you to be my servant. . . . I will also make you a light for 
the Gentiles, that my salvation may reach to the ends of the earth.”

Even Peter, who seems to be slower on the uptake of this idea, 
preaches about it (Acts 3:25–26) and makes it the introduction to the 
Gentile household of Cornelius (Acts 10:34–35).

It would also be incorrect to say that Abraham was the first to 
receive the “all peoples” target for the message of the gospel. Genesis 
1–11 was far from being a nationalistic section that favored the Jews. 
It is one of the most universalistic sections of the Bible, ending with 
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xiii

a list in Genesis 10 of seventy nations—the very “families” and “all 
peoples” that were to receive the blessing from God through Abraham 
and his collective seed in Genesis 12:3.

The expression “all peoples” did not mean that every person on 
earth would universally believe in the Messiah but that every ethnic 
group would receive this blessing of God’s grace and the invitation 
to joyfully participate in worshiping and serving him. God would do 
this both by his own sovereignty (for he bound himself by a unilateral 
oath, as we shall see later) and through the instrumentality of those 
who had previously experienced the blessing of God.

The blessing that would come through Abraham referred back 
to a blessing already announced after the fall of Adam and Eve. As 
God’s antidote for the curse brought on by sin, he would send a male 
descendant from the woman Eve as he had promised (Gen. 3:15). The 
curse affected the human race universally, but no less extensive in its 
potential was the healing antidote promised by God. His offer was 
enlarged, as we shall see, in the promise given to Shem (Gen. 9:27) 
and then to Abraham (Gen. 12:1–3).

But God’s call to service and his election as instruments of his grace 
included the obligation and responsibility to be a blessing to all the 
families of the earth. Exodus 19:4–6 describes Abraham’s seed as a 
“[moveable] treasured possession,” “a kingdom of priests,” and “a 
holy nation” to carry out God’s purposes. Especially significant is 
the description of Israel as a priesthood of believers. The priesthood 
was to serve God and to minister to others.

It is at this point that the thesis of this book participates in issues 
that are hotly debated today: Did this “kingdom of priests” serve Israel 
alone or the entire world? Were they to be active or merely passive 
witnesses? Was Israel’s role and involvement in mission to the world 
centripetal (inward-moving, and therefore the people of those Old 
Testament days were said to play only a passive role in witnessing 
and spreading the good news) or centrifugal (outward-moving, and 
therefore the believers of those pre-Christian days were to be active 
in sharing their faith)?1

Centrifugal witnessing, it will be argued here, is the role assigned 
to Israel as it was to share actively with others the Man of Promise 

1. See Walter Vogels, “Covenant and Universalism: Guide for a Missionary Reading 
of the Old Testament,” Zeitschrift für Missionswissenschaft und Religionswissenschaft 
57 (1973): 31.

 Preface to the First Edition
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xiv  Preface to the First Edition

who was to come. This is why Paul quoted Isaiah 49:6 in his attempt 
to convince the Jews at Antioch Pisidia that it had been God’s intent 
all along to extend his blessings of redemption to the Gentiles (apart 
from any process of proselytism by which Gentiles converted to Juda-
ism). And this will be my contention in this work as well. The source 
of world missionary activity is rooted in God’s call to the nation 
Israel in the Old Testament, which will then be the extended call to 
all who believe in all ages.

Indeed, the apostle Paul himself maintained that his own call to be 
an apostle to the Gentiles easily paralleled similar calls of Jeremiah 
and Isaiah in the Old Testament (cf. Gal. 1:15–16; Isa. 49:1; and Jer. 
1:5). He began his letter to the Romans with the affirmation that he 
was “called to be an apostle,” “set apart for the gospel of God—the 
gospel [God] promised beforehand through his prophets in the Holy 
Scriptures” (Rom. 1:1–2). His mission was to call Gentiles from among 
the nations (Rom. 1:5) to believe in Jesus Christ until the “full number 
of the Gentiles” (Greek: plērōma tōn ethnōn in Rom. 11:25) had been 
gathered into Christ. Roger D. Aus suggested that the “offering of 
the Gentiles” in Romans 15:16 would fulfill what the prophet Isaiah 
saw (Isa. 66:19–23).2 As a result of missionary activity, “all flesh” 
(Isa. 66:23), including Jews and Gentiles, would one day worship the 
Lord. They would come from as far away as Tarshish, that is, Spain 
(Isa. 66:19),3 a site often linked with “from the ends of the earth” (Ps. 
72:8–11; see also Jon. 1:3).

The fact remains that the goal of the Old Testament was to see 
both Jews and Gentiles come to a saving knowledge of the Messiah 
who was to come. Anything less than this goal was a misunderstand-
ing and an attenuation of the plan of God. God’s eternal plan was to 
provide salvation for all peoples; it was never intended to be reserved 
for one special group, such as the Jews, even as an initial offer! It is the 
history of this offer, and the way it was carried out in Old Testament 
times, that will form the heart of our study here.

I must here offer an important note of appreciation. I am deeply in-
debted to my two missiology colleagues, Dr. Timothy Tennent (now 

2. Roger D. Aus, “Paul’s Travel Plans to Spain and the ‘Full Number of the Gen-
tiles’ of Rom. XI 25,” Novum Testamentum 21 (1979): 232–62. See especially 234–35.

3. Tarshish, or Tartessus, was a Phoenician mercantile city in Spain. James Mui-
lenberg, “The Book of Isaiah, Chapters 40–66,” in The Interpreter’s Bible (New York: 
Abingdon, 1956), 5:771.
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president of Asbury Seminary) and Dr. Peter Kuzmic, for their kind-
ness in reading this manuscript. Several others performed the same 
sacrificial service and made a host of wonderful suggestions: the late 
Dr. Kenneth B. Mulholland of Columbia International University 
(while he was on sabbatical leave, no less); the late Dr. Paul G. Hiebert 
of Trinity Evangelical Divinity School; Greg H. Parsons, executive 
director of US Center for World Missions; and the late Ralph Winter 
of the US Center for World Missions in Pasadena, California. Their 
help was immensely appreciated. Naturally, any blemishes that still 
exist are my own despite their best efforts.

 Preface to the First Edition
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xvii

Introduction

Up until the 1950s the subject of the missionary movement was referred 
to as “missions,” in the plural form. In fact, the term missions was 
first used in its current context by the Jesuits in the sixteenth Chris-
tian century. But the International Missionary Council discussions 
in the 1950s on “the missio Dei” convinced most that the mission 
of the Triune God was prior to any of the number of missions by 
Christians during the two millennia of church history in the Christian 
era. Consequently, since there was only one mission sent by God, the 
plural form, it was wisely argued, should be dropped out of familiar 
usage and replaced for the most part with the singular form, mission, 
since it was the “mission of God.” Nevertheless, most churches and 
laypersons continued to hang on to the plural form out of habit, 
because it had become traditional. For that reason, and to make my 
point clear here, I will refer to “missions” in this work from time to 
time, while alerting believers to the coming change to the preferred 
singular form of the noun.

Around 1960 another term began to appear in English, even though 
it had been used frequently in Europe earlier: missiology. This was the 
term used to designate the formal study of the Christian mission in its 
biblical, theological, historical, cultural, and strategic dimensions as 
well as its present and future aspects. While the word is not at home 
in English, since it has a partial Latin base (missio) with a Greek suffix 
(logos), it appears to have gained wide enough acceptance to mark 
the discipline of mission from this point forward.
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xviii  Introduction

Mission points to a central action: the act of being sent with a 
commission to carry out the will of a superior. It is God who com-
missions and God who sends. And it is this word of “sending” that 
lexically links the Old Testament with the New Testament. The He-
brew word “to send,” šālaḥ, is found over eight hundred times in 
Scripture. Over two hundred times, God is the subject of this verb in 
the Old Testament. The Greek New Testament word for “to send” is 
apostellō. Interestingly enough, it is this Greek verb (or a compound 
of it) that is used to translate three-fourths of the passages in the 
Greek Septuagint where God is the subject of this verb.1

The most important feature of the divine sending of anyone on a 
mission is the will of the One who sends the emissary. While the Lord 
sends a variety of agents to accomplish all sorts of purposes, the most 
frequent association with God’s sending is the office of prophet. Moses 
and his brother Aaron top this list. Repeatedly, Moses is described as 
sent by the Lord (Exod. 3:10–15; Deut. 34:11; 1 Sam. 12:8; Ps. 105:26). 
Just as God sends his word (Isa. 55:11), and it accomplishes that for 
which it was sent, so God sent a whole line of prophets who would 
accomplish what God had intended (Isa. 6:8; Jer. 1:7; Ezek. 3:5–6). 
In fact, what distinguished the true prophet from the false, probably 
more than anything else, was the fact that God had not sent the false 
prophets (Jer. 14:14, 15; 23:21; 28:15; Ezek. 13:6). Over and over again 
throughout the history of Israel, God sent his prophets (2 Kings 17:13; 
Jer. 7:25; 25:4; 26:5; 29:19; Zech. 7:12).

It is not as if none of the Gentile nations is addressed in the Old 
Testament writings, for whole books are devoted to their involvement 
in the plan of God for worldwide redemption. For example, the book 
about the Moabite woman Ruth is central to the whole plan of God to 
send his Messiah that included that very line of descendants. Likewise, 
the whole prophecy of Obadiah was addressed to the nation of Edom.

Also, large segments of the prophetic books are addressed to the 
nations abroad. Thus, the eighth-century prophet Isaiah, between his 
discussions of the first advent of the Messiah in chapters 7–12 and the 
second advent of the Messiah in chapters 24–27, addressed chapters 
13–23 to ten foreign Gentile nations. The seventh-century prophet 
Jeremiah had a similar long section to the nations in chapters 46–52. 

1. See Ferris L. McDaniel, “Mission in the Old Testament,” in Mission in the 
New Testament: An Evangelical Approach, ed. William Larkin Jr. and Joel Williams 
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1998), 12–13. See also Bernard Wodecki, “SHLH dans le livre 
d’Isaie,” Vetus Testamentum 34 (1984): 482–88.
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xix

Ezekiel, in the sixth century, discussed God’s plan for the Gentile nations 
in chapters 25–32, while Jerusalem was under siege by the Babylonians. 
In a similar manner, the prophet Amos had begun his eighth-century 
prophecy in chapters 1 and 2 with his message to the nations.

To be sure, most of the words to these nations were messages of 
impending judgment, but so was the initial message of Jonah that 
also brought, in the end, deliverance and salvation to that nation. 
These same threats of divine judgment were wake-up calls to all the 
Gentile nations from the prophets to turn to the sovereign God of 
all the nations.

Finally, Yahweh must send his people into exile in order for them 
to act in accordance with his desire that the nation of Israel should 
be his agent whereby he could bless all the families of the earth. First 
there was the Assyrian exile of the ten northern tribes of Israel in 721 
BC, and then the Babylonian exile of Judah in 586 BC. By means of 
these diaspora, or scatterings, the word of God would eventually be 
disseminated over large parts of the world of that day.

There would also be individuals who would be sent by a divine call 
to minister to other cultures, rather than merely being sent to their own 
people Israel. We will consider Melchizedek, Jethro, Balaam, Ruth, 
a captured Israelite maiden, and the reluctant prophet Jonah. All of 
them pointed, in his or her own way, to the grace of God extended 
to the Gentiles as well as to Israel.

It is my hope that the formative theology of Genesis 12:3 may once 
again be seen for what it is and has always been in the discussion of 
mission: a divine program to glorify the Lord by bringing salvation 
to all on planet earth. Indeed, here is where mission really begins in a 
formal way. Here is the first Great Commission mandate of the Bible. 
It is this thesis that dominates the strategy, theology, and mission of 
the Old Testament. And it is this thesis that we unfold in this volume.

 Introduction
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1

1
God’s Preparation for Missions 

in Genesis 1–11

No one can charge the Old Testament with beginning its story in a 
chauvinistic way, as if it were addressed exclusively to Jewish people. 
Genesis 1–11 is decidedly universal in its scope and outlook, for it ad-
dressed all peoples, all cultures, and all languages from the very begin-
ning of time. It covers as much time, even on a minimalist chronology 
of the events from the creation of the world in Genesis 1 until the call 
of Abraham in Genesis 12, as is found in the rest of the Old Testament 
(Gen. 13–Malachi)—at a minimum, if not more! Rather than being 
pro-Jewish or featuring Israel as God’s favored or pet nation (a view 
that is incorrectly applied to all of the Old Testament), Genesis 1–11 
began with the original human couple, Adam and Eve, and moved on 
until the (then known) seventy nations1 of the world were encompassed 
in the scope of its message (in the table of nations in Genesis 10).

“Blessing/Bless”: The Words of  “Promise”

The earth is filled with a multitude of peoples and nations by the 
time we come to the end of the first eleven chapters of Genesis. All 

1. The word nations refers here not so much to the geopolitical entities as it does 
to large groups of people, usually in ethnic associations.
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2

of this is a result of the blessing of God. In fact, blessing, or the 
verb to bless, is one of the key concepts of these opening chapters, 
a theme that is continued in the promise-doctrine of the Old Tes-
tament under a constellation of terms, until the New Testament 
finally settles on the word promise. Blessing was indeed the precise 
noun and verb that connected this section of the book with the an-
nouncement of the promise-plan of God in Genesis 12:1–3, where 
a summary of the word to bless or blessing occurred five times in 
these three verses alone.

But just as the blessing of God was at work from the creation of 
the world onward, in like manner the earth was simultaneously being 
overwhelmed by one catastrophe after another. There were at least 
three such crises that fell on humanity from Genesis 1–11 as a result 
of the sin of those times: (1) the fall, (2) the flood, and (3) the failure 
of the Tower of Babel. However, with each crisis came a blessing or 
a promise from God that formed the worldwide blessing of God of-
fered to all mortals.

The Three Crises and Three Promises in the Plan of  God

The scope and import of the word of God could not be more ex-
tensive than that given in the opening chapters of Genesis. The 
original couple, progenitors of the whole human race, failed the 
test of obedience that God had designed for Adam and Eve. Be-
cause they yielded to the temptation of the tempter in the Garden 
of Eden, a curse fell not only on this couple but also on the ground, 
its products, the created order, and all humanity. But the curse did 
not have the last word: God graciously blessed them with his word 
of promise as well.

1. Genesis 3:15—The Fall and the Male Seed of  the Woman

But the story did not end with judgment or a curse, for in Genesis 
3:15 God declared that he would personally put “enmity” between the 
Serpent—that old dragon, the devil (see Rev. 12:9)—and the woman, 
between the Serpent’s “seed” and the woman’s “seed.” But then in a 
sudden turn of events, God predicted that the Serpent would bruise 
the heel of one of the woman’s “seed,” a male descendant from among 
her offspring. The Hebrew pronoun in this text was clearly a mascu-
line pronoun, not a feminine or even a neuter pronoun. In fact, in the 

 Mission in the Old Testament
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3

third-century BC Greek Septuagint translation of this passage, the 
Greek grammatical rule of agreement between the pronoun and the 
neuter antecedent was deliberately broken in this single instance 
alone, out of some 150 instances in the book of Genesis, to show 
that the translators understood the text was speaking of a coming 
male. All this was done about three centuries before the Christian 
era had arrived!

Most surprising of all, however, the male child of the woman’s 
“seed” would strike back by crushing the head of the Serpent. This, 
of course, would be a lethal blow. It guaranteed that the coming Man 
of Promise, from the male line of Eve, would once and for all settle 
the issues that the sin of Adam and Eve had raised. The defeat of the 
evil one would result in an overwhelming victory in which evil would 
be vanquished once for all.

How much of this prediction did Eve understand, much less did 
those who read this story during Old Testament times? A strong hint 
is given to us in Genesis 4. When Eve conceived a son, she named him 
Cain, saying, “I have brought forth a man, even the Lord” (Gen. 4:1, 
author’s translation). Most English versions translate this phrase as 
something like “with the help of the Lord.” However, the Hebrew 
text merely has the direct object sign (ʾet) and the words “the Lord 
(Yhwh)”; it does not have any Hebrew text for the words “with the 
help of.” It would seem, instead, that “the Lord” is in apposition to 
the “man,” whom Eve had just brought forth. Consequently, it may 
be fairly stated that Eve thought that the birth of her first son Cain 
would be the answer to the promise of Genesis 3:15, and that this 
male descendant would be divine and therefore would be the answer 
to all the trouble her sin had initiated! Her instincts were correct; her 
timing was way off.

But, some object, Cain was not even in the messianic line. True, 
but the text reports only what Eve thought. She apparently under-
stood that the male offspring promised to her would be no less 
than a divine-human person. Again, we say that while her instincts 
and general understanding were correct, her timing and identifying 
abilities were far from on target. She must have gotten the idea that 
one of her sons would be this conquering hero who would vanquish 
the Serpent, that old dragon, the devil. She hoped that relief and 
correction to her sin would come sooner rather than later. But she, 
and we, would need to wait until the Messiah was born in the line 
of David.
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An Excursus on Enoch

Before we take up the second crisis, it is 

important to note another forerunner of 

the missionary movement in the early 

days in Genesis 1–11. The half-brother 

of Jesus, Jude, appealed to “Enoch, the 

seventh [Jude does not say the seventh 

what; perhaps the seventh important 

person] from Adam [Gen. 5:18–24], [who] 

prophesied about them [the evildoers of 

Enoch’s and Jude’s day]: ‘See, the Lord is 

coming with thousands upon thousands 

of his holy ones to judge everyone, and to 

convict all of them of all the ungodly acts 

they have committed in their ungodliness, 

and of all the defiant words ungodly sin-

ners have spoken against him [the Lord].’ 

These people are grumblers and faultfind-

ers; they follow their own evil desires; they 

boast about themselves and flatter others 

for their own advantage” (Jude 14–16).

The depth of Enoch’s theology sur-

prises us for its being so early in the bibli-

cal canon. But there can be no denying 

that Enoch spoke as a “prophet” from God 

to the wicked generation of his day. If his 

people did not receive by faith the warn-

ings, then Christ’s coming would surely 

catch them off guard. This included a 

warning about all ungodliness, all wicked 

ways, all grumblings, all faultfinding, 

all evil desires, all false flattery to gain 

some advantage, and all defiant words—

presumably against God and his people. 

Enoch, only the seventh person worthy of 

note from Adam himself, was a prophet 

preaching righteousness to his genera-

tion, whose people were pretty much al-

together in one language group until the 

division of their tongues into different lan-

guages in Genesis 11. Thus, the message 

had a universal appeal to all the peoples.

Enoch himself had this witness: he 

“walked with God.” Because of the quality 

of his life, this mortal man went directly 

into the immortal presence of God: the 

text says that “he was no more, because 

God took him away” (Gen. 5:24) after he 

had lived 365 years. Moreover, those years 

were not lived as a recluse or a monk away 

from society; the text clearly says that “he 

had . . . sons and daughters” (Gen. 5:22)! So 

his witness was worthy of special mention.

2. Genesis 9:27—God Dwelling in the Midst of  Humankind

The second crisis came in the flood that destroyed all mortals on 
earth except the eight who were in Noah’s ark: Noah, his wife, their 
sons (Shem, Ham, and Japheth), and their sons’ wives. But when the 
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eight survivors emerged from the ark, God gave a special promise to 
Shem (Gen. 9:27)—that God would “dwell in the tents of Shem.” This 
promise to “dwell” was most encouraging, for it assured mortals that 
despite God’s transcendence, he would come to planet earth to take 
up his residence with the line of Shem, the group of people we know 
as “Semites,” and live in the midst of them.

This word of promise came about as the aftermath of Noah’s 
drunkenness. After he had heard what his son Ham had done to him 
while he was sleeping off the effects of his wine, he uttered a prophetic 
word. The structure of Noah’s response in Genesis 9:25–27 is in the 
form of a heptastich (a poem consisting of seven lines), and it is di-
vided into three parts by the repeated refrain about the servitude of 
Canaan, a son of Noah’s son Ham.

The critical lines come in verse 27, where according to the NIV 
Noah proclaims: “May God extend Japheth’s territory; may Japheth 
live in the tents of Shem, and may Canaan be the slave of Japheth.” 
The key question is, Who is the subject of “may he [paraphrased 
in the NIV and elsewhere as “Japheth,” but there is no Hebrew text 
for the reading “Japheth”] live in the tents of Shem”? We concur with 
the decision of the Targum of Onkelos, Philo, Maimonides, Rashi, 
Aben Ezra, Theodoret, Baumgarten, and Delitzsch that the subject 
is “God” and not “Japheth.”

My reasons for this conclusion are: (1) in poetry, the subject of 
the preceding clause is presumed to be the subject of the next clause 
when a second subject is not expressly given, which in this case is 
“God”; (2) it is unnatural to use the indirect object of the preced-
ing line (“Japheth”) as the subject of the next line unless there are 
strong contextual reasons for doing so, but no such reasons exist 
here; (3) the context of the following chapters designates Shem as 
being the first in the line of blessing; (4) it makes little or no sense 
to have Japheth living in the tents of Shem; and (5) the plan of the 
whole prophecy is to devote the first strophe to Canaan, the second to 
Shem and Canaan, and the third one to all three brothers—Japheth, 
Shem, and Ham.

On balance, then, the best option is to regard God as promising 
Shem a special blessing in which the Lord himself would “dwell” with 
the Semitic peoples. His “dwelling” (Hebrew: shakan) would be related 
to the “Shekinah” glory of God, which evidence of this presence was 
seen over the tabernacle by the pillar of cloud by day and a pillar of 
fire by night and the glory that filled the tabernacle.
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The overall report on Noah, however, is better than this narrative 
would lead us to conclude. We are told that “Noah [had previously?] 
found favor in the eyes of the Lord” (Gen. 6:8), for he was “a righteous 
man, blameless among the people of his time” (6:9). This was prior 
to the flood and the episode of his drunkenness, for we are told that 
during the 120 years in which the building of the ark was in progress 
(Gen. 6:3), Noah preached the gospel to those who came to watch 
the progress of this huge vessel on high and dry ground! One could 
imagine many a taunt and jeer about such a crazy undertaking for 
so large a vessel on high and dry ground so far away from any sea 
or large river!

But missionary that Noah was, he used these years as an opportu-
nity to minister as “a preacher of righteousness” (2 Pet. 2:5). Noah 
was empowered and emboldened by no less than Christ himself during 
those days, for 1 Peter 3:18–20 taught that Christ went “in the Spirit” 
and preached through Noah to those scoffers who lambasted both 
Noah and God for such foolishness. If we accept Peter’s testimony 
(and surely we do), then “while the ark was being built” (1 Pet. 3:20), 
Noah preached to those who were held captive by their own sins and 
by their disobedience at that very time. Unfortunately, none of his 
listeners accepted the gospel, which must have included his three sons’ 
fathers-in-law and mothers-in-law and all their relatives.

Noah is among those early missionaries in Genesis 1–11. He was 
sent to warn the peoples of his day of the impending disaster and of 
God’s provision for deliverance if any would receive God’s free offer, 
just as Enoch had been sent for the same purpose!

3.  Genesis 11:4—Making a “Name” for Oneself  or Being 
Given One

But that left open a question: Which Semite would receive the bless-
ing of having God “dwell” in the midst of them? Would he come from 
an Arab Semitic line or a Jewish Semitic line? Or would he hail from 
one of the many other Semitic peoples? The English word Semitic 
comes from Shemitic, from which the “h” was dropped as it came 
through Greek translation. Both words were adjectival forms of the 
Hebrew word shem, meaning “name.”

That question was answered only after the third crisis arrived. It 
came as the Tower of Babel was being built. Once again, the people 
sought a “name” or a reputation for themselves (cf. Gen. 6:4; 11:4) 
by their own achievements. Worried about their unity, but not a unity 
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given by their Creator, they thought it would best be expressed in a 
tower that would symbolize their own bonded unity and their own 
genius of togetherness.

But the whole project was suddenly interrupted when the Lord 
intervened, confusing their language so that they were no longer able 
to communicate with each other. Curiously, when they dropped their 
conversation with God, wherein they learned what his will and ways 
were, they simultaneously lost their ability to communicate with 
each other—a situation that has some strong similarities to our pres-
ent predicaments in the postmodern issues of communication and 
interpretation.

Once again, for the third time in these early chapters of Genesis, 
God’s antidote for the mess that humanity had managed to concoct 
was a promise. God chose a Hebrew Semite named Abraham to be 
his means of bringing the gospel blessing to all of the world. Even 
though God had revealed his grace all throughout the millennia of 
Genesis 1–11, now in Genesis 12:1–3 he would give the most succinct 
statement of his promise-plan for all of the ages to come.

Conclusion

For several millennia prior to God’s call to Abraham, God had been 
seeking a people who would honor his name and respond to his invi-
tation. But the rebellion of the first couple was often repeated in the 
lives of others who needed first to repent and then believe the good 
news offered to them.

Three major crises and three words of promise filled these early 
millennia of witness for the One who was variously called the Man of 
Promise, the Seed of the woman, the One who would dwell in the tents 
of Shem, and the One coming through Abraham’s seed by which the 
whole world would be blessed. The key word in this section was the 
“blessing” of God. This is how the promise-plan of God got started.
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2
God’s Plan for Missions 
in the Patriarchal and  

Mosaic Eras

Genesis 12:1–3

After each of the successive crises and failures of the fall, the flood, 
and the flop of the Tower of Babel, our Lord had also given three 
times over three words of grace and promise: in Genesis 3:15; again 
in Genesis 9:27; and now in Genesis 12:1–3. And whereas God had 
repeatedly blessed his creation with his word of benediction in each of 
these times of need, now as he introduces this new word of promise in 
Genesis 12:1–3, he repeats five times over his determination to “bless” 
Abraham, his seed, and all the families of the earth—the dominant 
theological word and concept of “blessing” (or “bless”) that had ap-
peared in the prepatriarchal era reappears once again.

Despite this repeated offer in the past, beginning with the word 
to Adam and Eve where he blessed them, saying, “Be fruitful and 
multiply” (Gen. 1:28), humanity insisted on seeking meaning on its 
own terms by questing for a “name.” That is why the bold announce-
ment in Genesis 12:2, where God declared that he would freely give a 
“name” to Abram, was so unexpected. Rather than it being a human 
achievement that came by means of Abram’s own works, it would 
come as a gift from God’s free grace.
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How and why God chose Abram as the conduit through whom 
this promise would come to all on earth is not discussed in the text; 
the fact is that he did! This son of Terah was commanded by God to 
leave his city, Ur of the Babylonians, and journey with his herds and 
flocks some 1,100 miles away, to a land God would only later disclose 
to him. The amazing thing is that Abram picked up all that he owned 
and left, going by faith and trusting in the fact that God would tell him 
what he was to do next. He does not argue with God or ask a host of 
questions as some of the later leaders in Israel will insist on doing.

God gave Abram a covenant at that time. It announced:

I will make you into a great nation
 and I will bless you;
 I will make your name great,
  In order that you may be a blessing,
 I will bless those who bless you,
 And whoever curses you I will curse;
  so that all the peoples on earth may be blessed through 

you. (Gen. 12:2–3, author’s translation)

Abram was promised three blessings: (1) that he would be a great 
nation, (2) that God would personally bless him, and (3) that his 
“name” would be great. But why would God seek to do this for one 
isolated individual? The answer came in the fourth clause, which I 
have translated here as a purpose clause: “in order that you may be 
a blessing.” Therefore, this man was not to be singled out as one of 
God’s favorites, whom he would spoil rotten with gifts beyond what 
he should! Everything Abram was given was a gift to be shared for 
the enrichment of others. However, that still is not specific enough. 
How is this to be done and with whom is he to share?

Two more promises are given in the clauses that follow. They speak 
of two whole classes of humankind who will make opposite responses 
to Abram and to the God of Abram, some blessing and others cursing 
him. The final purpose clause shifts to the Hebrew perfect tense to 
summarize the key purpose of the whole covenant of promise that 
was so surprisingly offered to Abram. It was “so that all the peoples 
on earth may be blessed through you” (Gen. 12:3).

This promise of a universal blessing to the “peoples” or “families” 
on earth is repeated in Genesis 18:18; 22:18; 26:4; and 28:14. In Genesis 
12:3 and 28:14, the Hebrew phrase used for “all the peoples/families” 
is kôl mišpĕḥôt, a phrase that is rendered in the Greek translation of 
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the Old Testament as pasai hai phulai, meaning “all the tribes” in most 
contexts, but it could also stand for households, as in Joshua 7:14.1 
Therefore, the blessing of God given to Abraham was intended to reach 
smaller people groups as well as the larger political groupings of na-
tions. The latter point is made clear in the fact that in Genesis 18:18; 
22:18; and 26:4, the Hebrew phrase in this identical expression is kôl 
gôyê, “all the nations,” which the Greek translated as panta ta ethnē, 
“all the nations.” Acts 3:25 used the Greek phrase pasai hai patriai, 
“all the families.” A patria is a people group, which is a subgroup of 
a tribe or a clan. (It can also be congruent with the tribe or clan in its 
entirety.) But the sweep of all the evidence makes it abundantly clear 
that God’s gift of a blessing through the instrumentality of Abraham 
was to be experienced by nations, clans, tribes, people groups, and 
individuals. It would be for every size of group, from the smallest 
people group to the greatest nation group.

One of the most hotly contested points in Genesis 12:3, however, is 
whether the verb to bless is to be translated as a passive (“all peoples 
on earth will be blessed”) or as a reflexive (“will bless themselves”). 
Most recent commentators remain skeptical about the passive ren-
dering of this Hebrew Niphal form of the verb to bless. But what 
they fail to observe is that the previous purpose clause, after the first 
three promises in Genesis 12:2, had already stated as much without 
specifying exactly to whom Abram was to be a blessing. Furthermore, 
no one has taken up the challenge laid down in 1927 by Oswald T. 
Allis on the necessity of translating the Niphal as a passive and not 
as a reflexive.2 It is not without significance that all five of the Genesis 
passages recording the Abrahamic promise are rendered as passives 
in the Samaritan version, the Babylonian (Onkelos) Targum, and 
the Jerusalem (Pseudo-Jonathan) Targum; and all citations of these 
references in the intertestamental literature, as well as in the New 
Testament (e.g., Acts 3:25), employ the passive form of the verb.

The promise of blessing that is to come from the hand of God 
(hence the passive form of the verb) stands in opposition to the curse. 
Whereas the whole created order had been put under a curse because 
of the sin of Adam and Eve, God’s blessing would potentially be just 

1. See the fine discussion on these grammatical points in John Piper, Let the Nations 
Be Glad! The Supremacy of  God in Missions (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1993), 177–84.

2. See Oswald T. Allis, “The Blessing of Abraham,” Princeton Theological Review 
25 (1927): 263–98. See also Walter C. Kaiser Jr., Toward an Old Testament Theology 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1978), 13–14, 30–32, 83, 86–88.
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as universal and extensive in its application. It would not be a matter 
of the nations looking over the fence to see what Israel had done and 
then, in copycat fashion, blessing themselves; it would be only by grace, 
as a gift of God—not by works. This would be the basis for God’s 
blessing humanity in personal salvation when faith was exercised.

The apostle Paul had named Abraham (the changed form of his 
original name, Abram) as “heir of the world” (Rom. 4:13) and later, 
in Galatians, as the father of all who believe in Christ (Gal. 3:29). 
In fact, the word given in Genesis 12:3 that in Abraham’s seed all 
the nations of the earth would be blessed is equated with the sum 
and substance of the “gospel” in Galatians 3:8. Therefore, without 
a doubt we are at the center of what is at the core of the gospel and 
the mission of God in both testaments.

The nations were to be blessed in this man’s “seed.” Accordingly, 
the “seed” of the woman (Gen. 3:15), the “seed” of Shem in whose 
tents God would “dwell” (Gen. 9:27), and the “seed” of Abraham 
formed one collective whole. That one “seed” was epitomized through 
its succession of representatives, who each acted as earnests or down 
payments until Christ himself should come in that same line of rep-
resentatives as both part of that succession and the final consumma-
tion of that to which it all pointed. Moreover, all who believed, in all 
ages, were likewise part of the “many” of whom the “One,” Christ, 
embodied the collective whole. The word to Abraham was meant 
to have a great impact on all the families on the face of the earth in 
all ages: a high and lofty missionary teaching, if there ever was one.

The whole purpose of God was to bless one people so that they 
might be the channel through which all the nations of the earth might 
receive a blessing. Israel was to be God’s missionary to the world—and 
thereby so were all who believed in this same gospel.

Meanwhile, the quest for a name, a reputation, and fame goes on 
in Israel today, as it does in all the world. This quest often downplays 
God’s offer of a special “name” to all who will believe and become 
part of the family of Abraham and of God.

Even if all of the above argument is agreed to in our day, many will 
still claim that Abraham and his successors did not have anything like 
a missionary mandate to be actively involved in spreading the good 
news. The thought is that God was the only actor on the scene, and 
the Old Testament saints were assigned a role in the cosmic order that 
was only meant to be passive. This leads us to our next text, which 
refutes that claim even more explicitly.
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Moses’s Encounter with Pharaoh

The events of the exodus from Egypt were remarkable in that they 
repeatedly focused on the fact that everything that was happening to 
the Egyptians and to Pharaoh in particular had an evangelistic thrust! 
Almost one and a half dozen times in these Scriptures, the reason that 
is given for the plagues and the crossing of the Red Sea is that they 
were not simply to eradicate the Egyptians or their king, but instead 
all of this was to take place so that “the Egyptians will know that I 
am the Lord” (Exod. 7:5; see also Exod. 7:17; 8:22; 14:4, 18). It is 
stated even more strenuously in Exodus 9:14, 16: “[T]his time I will 
send the full force of my plagues against you and against your officials 
and your people, so you may know that there is no one like me in all 
the earth. . . . But I have raised you up for this very purpose, that I 
might show you my power and that my name might be proclaimed 
in all the earth.”

There can be little mistaking that the word know here connotes 
more than a mere intellectual or cognitive awareness of who God is. 
It expresses a desire that the Egyptians might themselves come to a 
personal, experiential knowledge and appreciation of who Yahweh 
is. God would proclaim his own name among the Gentiles even if the 
Israelites were not outgoing in their witness.

Should the question be raised as to the effectiveness of all these 
demonstrations of the power of God and proclamation of the word 
of God through the plagues and the crossing of the Red Sea, the an-
swer is available to us. When Israel left Egypt, a “mixed multitude,” 
or a group of “many other people,” went out with them (Exod. 
12:38, author’s translation). This would seem to indicate that many 
Egyptians were more than merely impressed by what they saw and 
heard. Instead, they became some of the firstfruits of the work of 
God in their midst. Given the background of the Egyptian religion, 
with all of the gods symbolized by the very elements that were being 
directly hit by the plagues, it would seem fair to say that the plagues 
announced Yahweh’s victory over the power of the occultic religion 
of Egypt.

Moses wanted Pharaoh and the people of Egypt to know through 
the plagues “that the earth is the Lord’s” (Exod. 9:29). The idols of 
Egypt, as in every other nation, cult, or religion, were no match for 
the one and only living God! God’s word and power exceeded every-
thing a mortal could ask for in a deity.
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Indeed, many of “those officials of Pharaoh who feared the word of 
the Lord hurried to bring their slaves and their livestock inside [from 
out in the fields]. But those who ignored the word of the Lord left their 
slaves and livestock in the field” during the plague of the hail (Exod. 
9:20–21). To fear the word of the Lord was to believe in him and to act 
on the basis of what he had said. Salvation was coming to some of the 
Egyptians because they responded obediently to the word of God.

Exodus 19:4–6

This passage is key with respect to missions in the book of Exodus, 
for it connects the miraculous deliverance of the nation of Israel 
from Egypt in her exodus in chapters 1–18 with the giving of the Law 
and the provisions for worship in chapters 20–40. After a period of 
almost four hundred years of silence from the end of Genesis to the 
beginning of Exodus, God’s call on the nation is renewed in Exodus.

The election of Israel, therefore, far from meaning the rejection 
of the other nations of the world, was the very means of salvation 
in those nations. Election was not a call to privilege but a choosing 
for service to God. As such, the priestly character of the nation of 
Israel came into view almost from the beginning of its existence as a 
nation. The people were to be God’s ministers, his preachers, and his 
prophets to their own nation as well as to the other nations.

In Moses’s famous “eagles’ wings speech,” beginning in Exodus 
19:3, God reviews how he had led Israel to that point in time. He had 
borne them like an eagle would work with her young while the young 
eagles were learning to fly by having the mother eagle fly under them 
to support them until they caught on to the art of flying. As a conse-
quence of so miraculous a deliverance and such evidence of the grace 
of God, the text pointedly enjoined, “Now [therefore] . . .” (Exod. 
19:5). In light of the grace of God, the text goes on to say, “if you 
obey me fully and keep my covenant, then out of all nations you will 
be my treasured possession. Although the whole earth is mine, you 
will be for me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation” (Exod. 19:5–6).

Three ministries are specified for the nation Israel. First, they are 
to be God’s “treasured possession.” The older English versions have 
“my peculiar people,” coming from the Latin word pecunia, mean-
ing “property,” “cattle,” “one’s own.” The Hebrew word sĕgullâ3 

3. See Kaiser, Old Testament Theology, 105–7, for a discussion on sĕgullâ.
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referred to property that could be moved, as opposed to real estate 
that was anchored in the ground and therefore could not be moved. 
Accordingly, Israel was to be God’s “jewels” (as noted in Mal. 3:17), 
his special treasure above all his other possessions. But they were to 
be treasures that he could move around and disperse as he pleased.

A second role that Israel was to embrace was that of being a “king-
dom of priests” to God. This phrase is best translated as “kings and 
priests,”4 or “royal priests” to God. Here is where Israel’s role and 
function on behalf of the kingdom of God are made explicit if they 
were ambiguous previously. Her task as a nation was a mediatorial 
role as she related to the nations and people groups around her.

It was this passage that became the basis for the famous New 
Testament doctrine of the priesthood of believers (1 Pet. 2:9; Rev. 1:6; 
5:10). Unfortunately for Israel, when this ministry for all the believers 
was opened to them in Moses’s day in this eagles’ wings speech, they 
turned back from so awesome a task. Instead, they urged Moses to go 
to Mount Sinai on their behalf to get the revelatory word from God, 
for they felt both unworthy as sinners and too frightened personally 
to stand in the presence of so holy a God and receive his word directly. 
But what was rejected at this moment was never disposed of; it was 
simply delayed in its fullest expression until New Testament times. 
It was not scrapped. It remained God’s plan for believers: the priest-
hood of all believers!

A third function was proffered to the nation: they were to be a 
“holy nation.” This meant that they were to be “wholly” the Lord’s. 
It is a shame that we divided our words in English and made holy a 
religious term and wholly a secular term. The truth is that the Old 
Testament word holy meant “set apart wholly for God’s use.” This 
nation was to be set apart not only in their lives but also in their ser-
vice. Through them and their witness, all the families of the earth 
were to receive the blessing God had in store for all who believed.

As God’s special movable treasure, his royal priests, and a nation 
wholly dedicated to him, Israel was to assume two relations: one side 
toward God, their King, and the other side toward the nations and 
people groups on earth. They were to be a nation for all times and for 
all peoples—distinctly marked and challenged to serve. Alas, however, 
Israel missed the prize of her high calling and acted selfishly on her 
own behalf only. Thus, while carrying a portfolio of the coming Man 

4. Ibid., 107–10, for a discussion on kingly priests.
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of Promise and the Seed by which all the world would be blessed, she 
myopically declined, for the most part, to carry out her high calling 
principally as the channel through which the grace of God could 
come to all the nations.

Of course, other peoples beyond Israel were to share in this joyous 
service of ministering to all the peoples on earth; all who believed 
in the Old Testament times, whether they were Jewish or not, and 
all who would later believe in the church were just as much a part 
of Abraham’s “seed” (Gal. 3:29). This is not to blur the distinction 
between Israel and the church, for even though there is only one 
“people of God” in both testaments, it is still possible to distinguish 
the two; just as one can distinguish between male and female, slave 
and free, so they could distinguish between Jew and Gentile. But the 
apostle Paul’s argument was that despite our ability to make these 
distinctions, the middle wall of partition between believers, regard-
less of which one of these groups they belonged to, no longer made 
any difference in Christ (Gal. 3:28; Eph. 2:14). All who believe were 
to be one in the Messiah: Jewishness, femaleness, maleness, Gen-
tileness, and a status as a slave no longer marked off believers from 
one another.

The “people of God” in all ages have been one. Together they have 
all been called to the same privilege of service and ministry on behalf 
of the coming Man of Promise. All were to be agents of God’s bless-
ing to all on earth. Nothing could be clearer from the missionary and 
ministry call issued in Exodus 19:4–6.

The Mosaic Legislation on the Sojourner and Foreigner

Careful provisions and instructions were given concerning the “resi-
dent alien” (Hebrew: gēr) in the Mosaic legislation. Moses taught: 
“Do not mistreat or oppress a foreigner [resident alien], for you were 
foreigners in Egypt” (Exod. 22:21; see also Lev. 19:33). But even more 
significantly, “a foreigner residing among you who wants to celebrate 
the Lord’s Passover must have all the males in his household circum-
cised; then he may take part like one born in the land” (Exod. 12:48; 
see also Num. 9:14). Accordingly, it is not an outlandish idea to think 
that the Lord was simultaneously extending the offer of salvation to 
others in addition to Israel during the Old Testament era.

It was for this reason that Solomon prayed during his dedicatory 
prayer for the temple in the same manner:
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As for the foreigner who does not belong to your people Israel but 
has come from a distant land because of your name—for they will 
hear of your great name and your mighty hand and your outstretched 
arm—when they come and pray toward this temple, then hear from 
heaven, your dwelling place. Do whatever the foreigner asks of you, 
so that all the peoples of the earth may know your name and fear you, 
as do your own people Israel. (1 Kings 8:41–43)

Foreigners and Gentiles were expected to come to worship the 
living God because of the nature, power, and saving qualities of the 
Name of God. It was expected that God would hear and respond to 
their prayers just as effectively as he would listen to and answer the 
prayers of Israelites. Indeed, God was Lord over all the earth. This is 
why the psalmist would later invite all the nations of the earth to join 
in worshiping the one and only God of all the universe.

Numbers 23:8–10

The prophecies of Balaam, even though they come from a non-Is-
raelite, show that God has once and for all blessed Israel and that 
therefore it was not possible to place a curse on her. “God has not 
cursed” Israel (Num. 23:8), so Balaam was unable to do as Balak, the 
king of Moab, had wished. Instead, Israel would experience numerical 
growth like “dust” (23:10), a possible echo of Genesis 13:16, where 
God had promised that he would “make [Abraham’s] offspring like 
the dust of the earth.”

Deuteronomy 28:9–10

Deuteronomy 28 is an extremely important chapter, especially in 
the ministries of the latter prophets, where it is frequently quoted 
or alluded to. In this chapter, Moses in a farewell address promised 
alternative blessings (Deut. 28:1–14) or curses (28:15–68), depending 
on how the nation of Israel would act in its coming existence.

But a central word in this memorable chapter was this promise:

The Lord will establish you as his holy people, as he promised you on 
oath, if you keep the commands of the Lord your God and walk in 
obedience to him. Then all the peoples on earth will see that you are 
called by the name of the Lord, and they will fear you. (Deut. 28:9–10)
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Notice that the blessing of God on Israel was not for self-aggrandizement 
but rather was to have the effect of calling to the attention of all the 
peoples of the earth who their God was and why men and women 
should fear and worship him. In this way, Israel was to be another 
form of witness to the goodness and power of the living God.

The people of Moses’s times were being reminded of their respon-
sibility to be that guiding light to all the peoples around them. They 
were to show that there was no other god than the Lord God and that 
they too could be blessed as Israel was for the same reason: God’s gift 
of grace in his promised word and plan for all the nations.

Conclusion

Deuteronomy 28 is at the heart of the missionary call in the Old 
Testament. Both Genesis 12:1–3 and Exodus 19:5–6 are among the 
strongest calls in Scripture for the Semitic peoples from the line of 
Abraham to be witnesses to all the families of the earth. Their role 
was to be a priestly one, yet one in which they would be specially 
enabled by God. Built on their call to service, the New Testament 
went on to issue the same call to the whole priesthood of believers 
(1 Pet. 2:9; Rev. 1:5; 5:10).

If an outsider such as Balaam knew of this call of God on Israel, 
then this word must have gotten around the ancient Near East pretty 
rapidly. They were to serve as kings and priests for the living God so 
that all the world might come to believe in this light for all.
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